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Hi!  

Thanks for downloading this free guide to The Real Reasons Why You Feel
Triggered By Your Child’s Behavior.

My name is Jen Lumanlan.  I have a Master’s degree in Psychology (focused on
Child Development) and another in Education, and I host the Your Parenting Mojo
podcast which translates scientific research on parenting and child development
into resources parents can actually use to raise their children.

I’m passionate about helping families to break the cycles of trauma that have
impacted us so profoundly, so we can show up in our families in a way that’s
aligned with our values as people and as parents, and helps us to see and meet
our own needs as well as our child’s needs.  

I know how difficult it can be to balance making time for ourselves, taking care of
our children, and working full-time as well.  Even just parenting can seem
overwhelming, especially when our children’s behavior gets under our skin so
often!  My goal is to help you to navigate new ways of interacting with your child
that get you out of the old patterns that aren’t serving you any more, so you can
parent from a calm, centered place - and once you can do this, you’ll be able to
support your child in becoming more calm and centered as well.

This guide shows you just some of the ways that these patterns have been created
in your brain.  There are many more besides these (a complete list would be
overwhelming!) but it’ll give you a better sense of the kinds of things that cause
your triggered feelings.

I hope it helps you find some clarity and validation: there’s a reason you’re having
these feelings, and it’s not that you’re a bad parent.  You’re also not the only one
struggling with this - in fact, I’d estimate that the vast majority of parents are
affected by many of the ideas in this guide.

Warmly.
 

Jen



This isn’t your fault…
but it is your responsibility
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I can’t tell you how many times I’ve heard:

“When will my child grow out of this behavior that drives me up the
wall?”

“Why do I feel so triggered by my child’s behavior?”

“I know I need to try to stay calm, so why can’t I just do it?”

“Can you help me please?”

Yes, I can help!  It might seem like our child’s behavior is the cause
of our triggered feelings but actually their behavior is causing us to
relive some trauma we’ve experienced earlier in our lives.  And we
may have kept a lid on our feelings for a lot of years, but now our
children do something that reminds us of our previous experiences
and we snap.

There isn’t always a 1:1 correlation between trauma experienced and
our response: some people experience massive trauma and go on
to be fine, while others are massively impacted by ‘lesser’ traumas. 
 When we’ve experienced trauma we find ourselves in a constant
state of low to moderate-level stress, and then when you add in a
child’s difficult but age-appropriate behavior, it pushes us over the
edge.

I’ve developed a workshop specifically designed to help you
understand the causes of your triggered feelings and learn new
tools to navigate these more effectively.  
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Unfortunately, the messages we get from the people around us,
as well as media like TV shows, movies, and magazines, doesn’t
help us to understand what’s going on for us. All of these
messages tell us that we should be rushing from one thing to the
next, just barely keeping our heads above water, and being pretty
frustrated with the people around us for a lot of the time (TV
shows would be a lot more boring without this drama!). 

But the reality is that life doesn’t have to be this way. We don’t
have to spend our lives walking on eggshells to avoid provoking a
tantrum/resistance/other difficult behavior in our child, and the
other half being angry with them for doing it when the difficult
behavior inevitably comes (followed by the inevitable guilt and
shame that we should be doing better than this).

We can begin to heal from the traumas we’ve experienced that
have caused us to feel triggered by our child’s behavior. We can
also learn new tools to help us pause when our child does
something we don’t like (rather than just reacting instantly out of
anger and frustration), and then respond to them in a way that
helps us to regulate ourselves, and models this for our child as
well.
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When my daughter was born I’d never heard of triggers. I assumed that the first
year would be the most difficult (since all she would do is eat and sleep and pee
and cry) but after that things would get a lot easier because we’d be able to
communicate. I had no idea that the end of infancy would bring an entirely new
set of challenges as she developed her own sense of independence and
autonomy, and had ideas about ways to do things that didn’t always line up
well with my own.

Like many of us, I grew up in a fairly traditional family. My Mom died when I was
young, but we didn’t have a great relationship so it wasn’t a massive loss to me.
My childhood was shaped far more by the consistency of not really being seen
and known and understood for who I was, both before and after her death. My
father ruled the house, and there was no arguing with him.

In fact, one of my biggest triggers for years afterward was being interrupted by
men I was dating/married to - if I was mid-sentence (and particularly if I was
trying to explain something and they interrupted me to ask a question) I would
just explode. One day we were all in the car and my daughter was talking when
I accidentally spoke over her, and she shouted: “Don’t interrupt me!”. 

My husband gave me a long sideways look and said: “She is you…”

It wasn’t until I discussed this in an interview with an expert on
intergenerational trauma that I realized this trigger came from my father’s
seemingly endless lectures on my various failures. When my daughter would try
to resist doing something like brushing her teeth I would come to boiling point
pretty quickly: resistance was never an option for me as a child. My mother only
spanked me very occasionally, but it was clear what behavior was acceptable
and what wasn’t: her shaming and withdrawal of affection got the message
across.

What I’ve learned about navigating
triggered feelings effectively



Knowledge is important;
community is key
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As I learned about healing from the traumas I’d experienced, I
began sharing this knowledge with others and finding that they
too reported remarkable progress in their ability to heal from the
trauma they’d experienced and show up differently in their
relationships with their children. Here are just a few examples:
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I have to be real here and tell you that some of the progress these
parents have been able to make is due to the knowledge I share.
But a big part of it is learning and processing that knowledge in
community with others. As Nicole said, it was seeing all the other
overwhelmed parents doing the best they could that finally helped
her to have real empathy with her alcoholic mother’s struggle.

If you’re ready to begin your own journey to understand your
triggered feelings, heal from the traumas you’ve experienced, and
be in relationship with your children in a way that’s aligned with
your values, please do dive in to the (non-exhausted) list of the
factors that may cause you to feel triggered by your child’s
behavior. Sometimes just seeing and understanding these is
enough to bring about quite a shift!

In the following pages I'll explain some of the common reasons why
parents feel triggered by their child's behavior.



Big-T trauma experienced
as a child
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Swore at you, insulted you, put you down, humiliated you, or
made you fear for your physical safety

Pushed, grabbed, slapped, threw something at you, or hit you so
hard you had marks or were injured

Touched or fondled you, had you touch their body in a sexual way,
attempted or actually had intercourse with you

Went to prison

You felt nobody in your family loved you or thought you were
important or special

You didn’t have enough to eat, had to wear dirty clothes, had no-
one to protect you, perhaps because your parents were too drunk
or high?

Your parents were separated or divorced

Your mother or stepmother was pushed, grabbed, slapped,
beaten, or threatened with a gun or a knife

You lived with someone who was a problem drinker or alcoholic,
or used street drugs

A member of your household was depressed, mentally ill, or
attempted suicide

A parent or other adult in your household:

Having experienced any of these traumas can mean that you’ve been
living most of your life in a constant state of stress.



Big-T trauma experienced
as an adult
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The death of someone who was close to you; perhaps a parent,
spouse, or child, especially if this was unexpected

Serious injury, perhaps in a vehicle accident or due to medical
trauma

Sexual or physical abuse or assault

Ongoing emotional shock on a regular basis, e.g. if you’re a
paramedic, police officer, firefighter, war veteran, or therapist

Natural disasters

Arson or house fires

Torture

Domestic violence

Witnessing or experiencing violence such as a homicide or
suicide

Terrorism or mass violence

You might have experienced:

Experiencing these traumas as an adult, without enough coping
mechanisms or support, can elevate your stress level



Little-t trauma
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You had a serious but not life-threatening injury

Emotional abuse

The death of a pet

Bullying or harassment

You experienced the loss of significant relationships including
grandparents and friends, or reduced contact with a parent due
to divorce

Family financial worries or difficulty

A lot of family conflict, especially if it was about you

Abrupt or extended relocation

Each of these events alone might not have impacted you too much,
but cumulatively they may have created a lot of stress



The Trauma of Unmet Needs
in the past
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(If you're male): “Stop crying; boys don’t cry”

(If you’re female): “Don’t make a fuss. Don’t be angry.”

“I tried to tell you not to talk back to your father. You know he’s likely to
explode when you do that.”

“Do what I say, and don’t argue!”

“Don’t make a mess.”

“I don’t care if you don’t like it; eat what’s on your plate.”

“Stop being silly.”

“I know you love art; you’ll never pay the bills doing that. Finish your
homework so you can get into a good college.”

“Are you sure you want to eat that? You’re getting a bit chubby.”

Bought us gifts to compensate for the lack of real relationship with you

Had a hierarchical family structure where the father held all the power and
the mother enforced the father’s will, keeping the children in line

Forced you to hide parts of yourself, only showing love when your behavior
is acceptable to them

Even if we had a “good childhood,” our parents most likely didn’t see or meet
many of our needs when we were young. They may have told us things like:

And they may have:



Unmet needs now
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Sleep deprived

Lacking in physical movement that feels good to us

Working hard to be a great employee or parent, while
sacrificing our wellbeing

Ignoring chronic aches and illnesses that indicate something is
wrong

Disconnected from the people who are important to us,
because there’s never enough time

Because we weren’t allowed to express our needs when we were
young, we eventually forgot how to even identify them. This means
we go through life:

We might have a vague sense that something is wrong, or even
know that we’re at the end of our rope, but not know what to do
differently.



 
Understand the true sources of your triggered feelings
Help you to begin healing from these traumas
Use tools to navigate situations where you’re triggered by your child’s behavior from a
place that’s aligned with your values

One (short, succinct!) module of content delivered via email each week for 10
weeks
A warm, supportive (not-on-Facebook!) community who are on this learning
journey alongside you. It might seem that what you need is knowledge, but
actually most learning happens through processing that knowledge with others
The option to partner up with a peer who will hold you gently accountable while
offering the validation and nurturing you need to heal and grow

Taming Your Triggers
An evidence-based, 10-week workshop that’s endorsed by trauma-informed
therapists to help you:

You’ll get:

Enrollment is open October 2-12 2022; the workshop starts on Monday October 17.
Sliding scale pricing is available.   

Have questions? Just drop us a line at support@yourparentingmojo.com and we’ll
help you out.

How your child’s behavior pushes you outside your Window of Tolerance
How to stay calm in moments that push you over the edge right now, without stuffing
your feelings down or faking ‘being fine’
How to repair the fractures in your relationship with your child that happen when you
explode, so they don’t become defining moments in your child’s life

FREE Webinar
Top 5 Strategies to Tame Your Triggers
Thursday September 29, 10am-11:30am Pacific

You’ll learn: 

Click here to sign up for the
FREE 90 min Masterclass on 29 Sept.

If you know it’s time for change but
don't know how,
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join us for:

Click here to join the 
10-week workshop

mailto:support@yourparentingmojo.com
https://go.yourparentingmojo.com/t?orid=15176&opid=16

